Raising confident girls: 100 tips for parents and
teachers

Awakening children’s minds: how parents and
teachers can make a difference

Strong, smart & bold: empowering girls for life

By Laura E. Berk

Building a joyful life with your child who has special
needs
by Nancy J. Whiteman and Linda Roan-Yager

by Elizabeth Hartley-Brewer
by Carla Fine

Why gender matters: what parents and teachers need
to know about the emerging science of sex differences
by Leonard Sax

Guys write for Guys Read; boys’ favorite authors
write about being BOYS!
by Jon Scieszka

Highly sensitive child: helping our children to thrive
when the world overwhelms them
by Elaine N. Aron

It’s not a plot to drive you crazy: a toolbox of practical parenting skills for everyday use
by Fran Kammermayer

Learning disabilities: A to Z; a parent’s complete
guide to learning disabilities from preschool to
adulthood
by Corinne Smith and Lisa Strick

Me, MySpace, and I: parenting the net generation
by Larry D. Rosen

Parenting a struggling reader; a guide to finding
help for your child’s reading difficulties
by Susan L. Hall and Louisa C. Moats
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STRONG FAMILIES
12 simple secrets real moms know: getting back to
basics and raising happy kids
by Michele Borba

Building better families: a practical guide to raising
amazing children
by Matthew Kelly

Connected parenting: transform your challenging child
and build loving bonds for life
by Jennifer Kolari

Family first: your step-by-step plan for creating a
phenomenal family

Successful child : what parents can do to help kids turn
out well

Mending the broken bond: the 90-day answer to
developing a loving relationship with your child

Tough times, strong children: lessons from the past for
your children’s future

More 1-2-3 magic: encouraging good behavior, independence and self-esteem

by William Sears and Martha Sears with Elizabeth Pantley

By Dan Kindlon

WHEN THE GOING GETS ROUGH…
1-2-3 magic: effective discipline for children 2-12
by Thomas W. Phelan [audiobook]

by Phil McGraw

Ask supernanny: what every parent wants to know

Fatherstyle advantage: surefire techniques every
parent can use to raise confident and caring kids

Drawing the line: ten steps to constructive discipline and achieving a great relationship with your kids

Hold on to your kids: why parents matter

Honey, I wrecked the kids: when yelling, screaming,
threats, bribes, timeouts, sticker charts and removing
privileges all don’t work

by Kevin O’Shea and James Windell
by Gordon Neufeld and Gabor Mate

Kids are worth it ! : giving your child the gift of inner
discipline
by Barbara Coloroso

Parenting from your heart: sharing the gifts of compassion, connection and choice
by Inbal Kashtan

by Jo Frost

by Michael J. Weiss and Sheldon H. Wagner with Susan Goldberg

by Alyson Schafer

Laying down the law: the 25 laws of parenting to keep
your kids on track, out of trouble, and (pretty much)
under control
by Ruth Peters

by Frank Lawlis

by Thomas W. Phelan (DVD)

“The answer is NO”: saying it and sticking to it
by Cynthia Whitham

Unconditional parenting: moving from rewards and
punishments to love and reason
by Alfie Kohn

Who’s in charge anyway: how parents can teach
children to do the right thing
by Kathy Lynn

